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Reent fabriation of atomi preision nanodevies for spintronis greatly boosted their perfor-
mane and also revealed new interesting features, as osillating magnetoresistane with number of
atomi layers in a multilayered struture. This motivates the need to go beyond the usual theoreti-
al approah of semi-lassial ontinuous layers. Here the simple tight-binding dynamis is used to
desribe quantum ondution in a multiomponent system with spin-polarized eletrodes separated
by an ultrathin and atomially oherent non-magneti spaer (either metalli or insulating). A pos-
sibility is indiated for obtaining a huge resonant enhanement of magnetoresistane in suh devie
by a speial hoie of gate voltage on the spaer element.
PACS numbers: 34.80.Pa; 73.50.-h; 73.61.-r; 75.70.Cn; 85.30.Mn
INTRODUCTION
In our information based soiety the development of
ultra-high density storage tehnology is a demanding pri-
ority. In this ontext, the neessity in ultra-high sensitiv-
ity read-head devies is a great hallenge from both the-
oretial and experimental points of view. Presently the
most promising andidates for this purpose are the mag-
neti tunnel juntions (MTJ) made by two magneti ele-
trodes separated by an ultra-thin non-magneti spaer
and their study beomes one of the entral topis in the
fast developing eld of spintronis. Sine the early stud-
ies by Tedrow and Meservey [1℄ on spin polarized tunnel
ondution, an impressive progress was ahieved either in
experiment [24℄ and in theory [57℄ for the spintronis
appliations of this mehanism. The most important re-
ent advanes are related to nano-fabriation of multilay-
ered systems on atomi preision level [8, 9℄, whih rises
the MTJ performane up to 400% of magnetoresistane
and enables a breakthrough to their fundamental quan-
tum properties. It should be noted that the overall num-
ber of eletroni degrees of freedom in a devie like MTJ
is marosopially big whih generally suggests a quasi-
lassial behavior, ontrolled by the spin-dependent re-
laxation times or by the spin-dependent tunneling am-
plitudes. But the essentially quantum behavior turns to
be possible at eetive separation of a small number (few
units) of eletroni degrees of freedom among the maro-
sopially big total number as, e.g., the hoppings between
the planes in the spaer among all possible hoppings in a
juntion, forming a partial quantization of energy spe-
trum and drastially enhaning the sensitivity of tunnel
(or ballisti) transport to external fators [10℄. Another
natural quantization eet is the osillatory behavior of
ondutane, either in funtion of the spaer thikness
(or, more exatly, the number of atomi planes) and in
eletri eld on the juntion [11℄, whih may also allow an
interesting possibility for spei magnetoondutane
osillations. All this needs that the mode mixing due
to the interfae roughness and intra-spaer defets be
below the harateristi energy quantization sale, and
pratially requires that the spaer onsist of few atomi
planes, oherent enough.
Consequently, the theoretial analysis of suh systems
requires a fully quantum-mehanial desription, rather
than more traditional semi-lassial approahes [12, 13℄.
Up to the moment, there already exists a rather well
elaborated theoretial base for this desription, using the
Green funtion formalism and rigorous ab-initio band
alulations [1416℄ as inputs to the general Kubo's for-
mula. However, in many pratial ases the diret use
of orresponding algorithms leads to heavy enough nu-
merial work, spei for eah partiular onguration
and not very well suited for qualitative preditions and
optimization of devie performane.
In this paper instead, the simple tight-binding dynam-
is in single-band approximation is developed, using the
straightforward equations of motion for on-site quantum-
mehanial amplitudes, to get a handy desription of
quantum magnetotransport in the ballisti regime (ab-
sene of either thermal or impurity sattering) for a tri-
layer system of spin-polarized eletrodes with an ultra-
thin and atomially oherent non-magneti spaer. The
motivation for our approah is an easy generalization
to more promising devie geometries (double barriers or
double juntions, et.) and ondution regimes (inlud-
ing nite eletri eld eet) whih will be presented in a
forthoming work. This presentation is mainly limited to
the basis of the method and to its most harateristi re-
sults. Thus in Se. 1 the expliit quantum wave funtions
are obtained for the 1-dimensional isolated atomi hain.
In the following Se. 2 the nite 1D hain is inserted
between two 1D semi-innite leads and the transmission
and reetion oeients for a olletive eletroni state
are analytially alulated. Further, in Se. 3 this result
is generalized to the 3-dimensional ase and the Landauer
ondutane formula [17℄ is used in the 3D version to
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FIG. 1: Finite atomi hain with tight-binding amplitude t.
yield a lear piture of basi quantum eets evolved in
this oherent system. In Se. 4, the important eets
of eletroni orrelation are inluded into onsideration
using the approximation of phenomenologial interfae
potentials, whih foresees a more onsistent treatment in
the spirit of density funtional theory. At last, in Se. 5
a work summary and the prinipal results are presented
and ommented.
1. BASIC CHAIN MODEL
The simplest model for transport over exat eletroni
states onsiders a linear hain of n idential atoms with
single available eletroni state |l〉 on eah l-th atomi site
and desribes the single-eletron dynamis in the simplest
tight-binding approximation with (real) hopping ampli-
tude t between nearest neighbor sites (taking the distane
between them as unit length).
In this oupled hain, any olletive eletroni state
an be expressed as |c〉 = ∑nl=1 cl|l〉, with omplex am-
plitudes cl and atomi states |l〉 = cˆ†l |0〉, generated by
the seond quantization operators ating on the vauum
state |0〉. Choosing the on-site atomi energy as a refer-
ene (εc = 0), we write the Hamiltonian operator as:
Hˆ(n) = t
n−1∑
l=1
(cˆ†l cˆl+1 + cˆ
†
l+1cˆl) (1)
and obtain the eletroni spetrum εm (m = 1, . . . , n) as
the roots of the seular equationDn(ε) = det(ε−Hˆ(n)) =
0 with the orresponding Hamiltonian matrix H
(n)
l,l′ =
〈l|Hˆ(n)|l′〉 = t (δl,l+1θl−1 + δl,l−1θn−l) (where δl,l′ is the
Kroneker delta and θl = 1 if l > 0, otherwise zero).
These determinants satisfy the reurrent relation:
Dn(ε) = εDn−1(ε)− t2Dn−2(ε), n ≥ 2, (2)
with the initial onditionsD0(ε) = 1, D1(ε) = ε, that de-
ne them exatly through the 2nd kind Chebyshev poly-
nomials: Dn(ε) = t
nun(ε/2t) [18℄. Then it is onvenient
to pass to these dimensionless polynomials un(x) as fun-
tions of the dimensionless variable x = ε/2t, rewriting
Eq. 2 as:
2xun(x) = un+1(x) + un−1(x), (3)
with u0(x) = 1, u1(x) = 2x. A useful trigonometri
parametrization ul(cos θ) = sin[(l + 1)θ]/ sin θ permits
to present the general solution of Eq. 3 as:
ul(x) =
sin [(l + 1)qx]
sin qx
, (4)
where qx = arccosx. Then the disrete energy spetrum
resulting from zeros of un(x) is expliitly given by:
εm = 2t cos
pim
n+ 1
, m = 1, . . . , n. (5)
Now let c(x) = (c1(x), . . . , cn(x)) be the eigen-vetor of
the Hamiltonian matrix, Eq. 2, related to the eigen-
energy ε = 2tx (in what follows we mostly drop the ex-
pliit energy arguments of amplitudes like cl). Its om-
ponents satisfy the tight-binding equations of motion
2xcl = cl+1 + cl−1, for 2 ≤ l ≤ n− 1, (6)
ompleted by 2xc1 = c2 and 2xcn = cn−1. Sine Eq. 6
for cl/c1 is just equivalent to Eq. 3 for ul−1, the eigen-
vetor omponents an be written as:
cl =
sin (lqx)
sin qx
c1. (7)
We notie that this solution also satises the above men-
tioned equations of motion for c1 and cn and provides
the "losed" boundary onditions:
c0 = cn+1 = 0. (8)
As usual, the value of c1 is xed by the normalization
ondition,
∑
l |cl(x)|2 = 1, giving nally the l-th om-
ponent of the eigen-vetor (related to the eigen-energy
εm = 2txm) as:
cl (xm) =
√
2
n+ 1
sin
piml
n+ 1
.
Our next purpose is to onsider this nite hain inserted
into the "iruit" between two semi-innite hain leads.
2. TRANSMISSION THROUGH DISCRETE
CHAIN STRUCTURE
For a omposite system of nite n-hain (in what fol-
lows alled the gate, G) between two semi-innite hain
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FIG. 2: Composite system of nite n-hain (gate element, G)
inserted between two semi-innite hain leads (soure, S, and
drain, D). The energy diagram shows the on-site energy levels
(dashed) for i-th element (i = s, g, d) and the Fermi level
(dot-dashed) whose rossings with the ontinuous S- and D-
dispersion urves dene the wave numbers for inoming (qs),
reeted (−qs) and transmitted (qd) parts of the Fermi state.
Notie that the Fermi level generally does not math any of
the disrete levels (solid) in the entral (G) element.
leads, S (soure) and D (drain) (Fig. 2), the tight-
binding Hamiltonian, Eq. 1, is extended to: Hˆ =
hˆs + hˆd + hˆg + hˆsg + hˆgd where:
hˆs =
∞∑
l=1
[
εssˆ
†
l sˆl + ts
(
sˆ†l sˆl+1 + h.c.
)]
,
hˆg =
n∑
l=1
[
εggˆ
†
l gˆl + tg
(
gˆ†l gˆl+1 + h.c.
)]
,
hˆsg = tsg
(
sˆ†1gˆ1 + h.c.
)
, (9)
inluding the respetive on-site energies εi (i = s, d, g)
and hopping parameters ti (i = s, sg, g, gd, d), while the
operators hˆd, hˆgd are analogous to hˆs, hˆsg with the formal
hange of indies s → d. For this marosopi system,
the energy spetrum inludes ontinuous S- and D-bands
εi,q = εi + 2ti cos q, i = s, d and possibly disrete G-
levels outside these bands. The olletive eigen-state for
a given energy ε an be found from the equations of mo-
tion that generalize Eq. 6. We denote sl, gl or dl the re-
spetive loal amplitudes of the wave funtion and dene
the dimensionless dynamial variables xi = (ε− εi) /2ti
(i = s, g, d). Let the S-amplitude be a sum of an inident
wave of intensity 1 with the wave number qs = arccosxs
and a reeted wave with ertain amplitude R and the
wave number −qs:
sl = e
−iqsl +Reiqsl (10)
(for regressive order of sites l in S), and the D-amplitude
present a transmitted wave with ertain amplitude T and
the wave number qd = arccosxd:
dl = T e
iqdl. (11)
Eqs. 10 and 11 refer to one of fundamental solutions
for given ε (besides that where the inident and reeted
waves belong to D and the transmitted one does to S).
These forms automatially satisfy the equations of mo-
tion within S and D:
2xssl = sl−1 + sl+1, 2xddl = dl−1 + dl+1 (12)
(for l ≥ 2), while the pairs of equations on the S/G and
G/D interfaes:
2s1 cos qs = s2 +
tsg
ts
g1,
u1g1 = g2 +
tsg
tg
s1, (13)
and
2d1 cos qd = d2 +
tgd
td
gn,
u1gn = gn−1 +
tgd
tg
d1, (14)
are the disrete analogs of usual boundary onditions for
ontinuous wave funtion and its derivative [20℄. They
permit to express the terminal pairs of G-amplitudes
through the asymptoti parameters R, T, qs and qd:
g1 =
ts
tsg
(1 +R) , g2 =
ts
tsg
[u1 − γ∗s + (u1 − γs)R] ,
gn =
td
tgd
T, gn−1 =
td
tgd
(u1 − γd)T, (15)
with the interfae parameters γs = e
iqs tsg
2/tgts and
γd = e
iqd tgd
2/tgtd. The polynomials ul ≡ ul(xg) are
formally the same as given by Eq. 4 with the energy
argument xg = (ε − εg)/2tg. But the energies ε of our
main interest for the transport proesses are those lose
to the Fermi energy εF whih is generally not an eigen-
value, Eq. 5, for the isolated G-element. Therefore the
transient "momentum" qg = arccosxg (not neessarily
real) breaks down the losed boundary onditions, Eq.
8, for G and thus enables ontinuity of quantum states
along the omposite system. Next, using Eq. 6 for this
element in the form:
4u1gl = gl+1 + gl−1, (16)
it is possible to interrelate the terminal G-amplitudes:
gn−1 = un−2g1 − tsg
tg
un−3s1,
gn = un−1g1 − tsg
tg
un−2s1. (17)
Then, Eqs. 15 and 17 yield two independent relations be-
tween the oeients R and T . Those are readily solved
to give:
R (xs, xg, xd) = −Dn
Dn
,
T (xs, xg, xd) = −2i
√
|γsγd/tstd|
Dn
, (18)
where the resonane properties result from the denomi-
nator:
Dn (xs, xg, xd) = un − (γs + γg)un−1 + γsγdun−2, (19)
with the relevant variables xi as arguments of omplex
fators γi and real polynomials ul, and Dn(xs, xg, xd) ≡
Dn(xs + pi, xg, xd). Sine, in the onsidered 1D ase, all
xi(ε) = (ε− εi) /2ti are dened by the single energy vari-
able ε, the oeients R and T an be also dened as
funtions of energy: R(ε) ≡ R (xs(ε), xg(ε), xd(ε)) and
T (ε) ≡ T (xs(ε), xg(ε), xd(ε)). It is important to notie
that the result of Eqs. 18,19 is just analogous to that ob-
tained with the Green funtion tehniques [7℄, the fators
γs and γd playing the role of interfae Green funtions of
Ref. [7℄. A typial behavior of the transmission oe-
ient |T (ε)|2 is presented in Fig. 3. It shows n transmis-
sion resonanes generated by n disrete energy levels of
the G-element (by n atoms in the hain) as they are pass-
ing over the Fermi level within the mutually displaed en-
ergy bands. The displaement an be due, for instane,
to the Stoner splitting between majority and minority
subbands of oppositely polarized S- and D-elements (see
also Se. ). Notie that the resonanes beome sharper
as the levels approah the band edges, and the maximum
transmission in the asymmetri S-D band onguration
is not limited to unity. This oeient enters the Lan-
dauer formula [17℄ for the ballisti ondutane through
the 1D omposite system (in zero temperature limit):
G =
e2
h
|T (εF) |2, (20)
with the Fermi energy εF. Now, allowing the S and
D hains to support spin polarized subbands εi,q,σ =
 
 
| T |2
g
, eV
FIG. 3: Transmission oeient |T |2 in funtion of the on-site
energy εg in the gate element of the omposite hain system,
for the hoie of its parameters εs = −0.4 eV, εd = −0.8 eV
(relative to the Fermi energy), ts = td = 0.5 eV, tg = tsg =
tgd = 0.25 eV and n = 5. The shadowed areas indiate the
(Stoner shifted) ontinuous bands, S (light grey) and D (dark
grey).
εi,σ + 2ti cos q (where εi,σ = εi − σ∆i, σ = ± are
the majority and minority spin indies and ∆i are the
Stoner splitting parameters for i = s, d), we an intro-
due the energy and spin-dependent variables xi,σ(ε) =
(ε− εi,σ) / (2ti), i = s, d, for in- and out-hannels and ob-
tain from Eq. 20 the spin-dependent ondutane values
Gσ,σ′ =
(
e2/h
) |T (xs,σ (εF) , xd,σ′ (εF) , xg (εF)) |2. Fi-
nally, the (maximum) magnetoresistane is dened as
usually through the dierene between the ondutane
values GP = G+,+ + G−,− for parallel and GAP =
G+,− +G+,− for antiparallel S/D polarization:
MR =
GP
GAP
− 1. (21)
Although the state-of-the-art tehnology already permits
development of suh genuinely 1D devies [19℄ and the
resonane behavior like that in Fig. 3 (dierent from
the known quantized ondutane steps vs voltage bias)
an be diretly sought in them, it is of major pratial
importane to generalize the above treatment for a more
realisti multilayered struture and this will be done in
the next setion.
3. 3-DIMENSIONAL MULTILAYERED
STRUCTURE
Passing from 1D omposite hain to multilayered (and
spin polarized) 3D lattie struture as shown in Fig. 4,
we extend the indexing of site operators from sˆl, dˆl and gˆl
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FIG. 4: Real multilayered struture where the urrent I ows
through two ferromagneti eletrodes, S and D, separated by
a non-magneti spaer G and its model by the omposite 3D
system where a nite n-plane spaer is inserted between two
semi-innite leads.
to sˆl,m,σ, dˆl,m,σ and gˆl,m,σ, where m runs over N sites in
the lth plane and σ is ±. Our strategy in this ase relies
on the onservation of the transversal quasi-momentum
k = (kx, ky) in the transitions between the planes [15, 21℄.
From the experimental point of view, this requires perfet
interfaes that are only reahable with advaned mole-
ular beam epitaxy (MBE) tehniques [22℄. To desribe
the situation where k is a good quantum number for inde-
pendent 1D-like longitudinal transport hannels, we pass
from the site operators to the "planar wave" operators.
Thus, for the lth plane in the S element, the latter oper-
ators are dened as:
sˆl,k,σ =
1√
N
∑
m
eik·msˆl,m,σ, (22)
and, similarly, the "planar wave" operators dˆl,k,σ
and gˆl,k,σ for D and G elements are written. The
related extension of the Hamiltonian is: Hˆ =∑
k,σ
(
hˆs
k,σ + hˆ
d
k,σ + hˆ
g
k,σ + hˆ
sg
k,σ + hˆ
gd
k,σ
)
, where the par-
tiular terms are analogous to those in Eq. 9 with the
hange of all the site operators by the "planar wave" ones
and all the on-site energies εi by the transversal momen-
tum subbands εi,k,σ = εi,σ+2ti (cos kx + cos ky) , i = s, d
and εg,k,σ = εg + 2tg (cos kx + cos ky). The equations of
longitudinal motion in terms of the "planar wave" am-
plitudes sl,k,σ, dl,k,σ and gl,k,σ (for given energy ε of the
olletive state) are obtained in analogy with the 1D ase.
Thus, in the leads S and D (beyond the interfaes, at
l > 1), they are analogs to Eq. 12:
2xs,k,σsl,k,σ = sl−1,k,σ + sl+1,k,σ,
2xd,kdl,k,σ = dl−1,k,σ + dl+1,k,σ, (23)
with xi,k,σ = (ε− εi,k,σ) / (2ti), i = s, d, while in the
spaer G (at 1 < l < n), we have in analogy with Eqs. 7
and 15:
2xg,kgl,k,σ = gl−1,k,σ + gl+1,k,σ, (24)
with xg,k = (ε− εg,k) / (2tg). Also the equations for in-
terfae amplitudes:
2xs,k,σsk,1,σ = sk,2,σ +
tsg
ts
gk,1,σ,
2xg,k,σgk,1,σ = gk,2,σ +
tsg
tg
sk,1,σ,
2xg,k,σgk,n,σ = gk,n−1,σ +
tgd
tg
dk,1,σ,
2xd,k,σdk,1,σ = dk,2,σ +
tgd
td
gk,1,σ, (25)
are analogous to Eqs. 13, 14 and 15. The next deriva-
tion, in full similarity with the 1D ase, leads to the full
dispersion laws in the leads εi,k,q,σ = εi,k,σ + 2ti cos q
(for i = s, d) and to the nal ondutane formula for
partiular in-out spin hannels:
Gσσ′ =
e2
h
∑
k∈K
|Tσσ′(εF,k)|2. (26)
Here the transmission oeient depends on the rele-
vant variables σ, σ′, ε and k aordingly to: Tσσ′(ε,k) ≡
T (qs,k,σ, qg,k, qd,k,σ′) with qi,k,σ = arccosxi,k,σ for i =
s, d and qg,k = arccosxg,k, and the sum in k is re-
strited to the "permitted" range K, suh that simul-
taneous equalities εs,k,qs = εd,k,qd = εF are possible for
ertain real qs and qd. In more detail, the latter ondition
is expressed as:
max {−2,max [xs,σ (εF) , xd,σ′ (εF)]− 1} ≤ cos kx + cos ky ≤ min {2,min [xs,σ (εF) , xd,σ′ (εF)] + 1} , (27)
fully dening the integration proedure (in the limit of ontinuous k). Then, seeking for optimum performane
6of the model MR devie from Eq. 21, it is of interest
to evaluate it as a funtion of the system parameters,
mainly the number of atomi layers in the gate n and
the on-site energy level of the gate εg (whih an be pos-
sibly ontrolled through the gate bias). Also, variation
of the latter parameter from positive to negative values
permits to model in our approah the passage from the
tunnel magnetoresistane (TMR) to giant magnetoresis-
tane (GMR) regime in a unied way.
The following numerial work an be oriented aord-
ingly to some evident qualitative arguments. The varia-
tion of the integrand in Eq. 26 is mainly ontrolled by
that of the polynomials ul (xg,k) in the denominator of
Eq. 19. As seen from the expliit Eq. 4, they are osil-
lating if |xg,k| < 1 (that is, the sampling point εg,k in the
G-spetrum lose enough to the Fermi energy εF) and ex-
ponentially growing if |xg| > 1 (remote enough εg,k from
εF). Therefore, the ondutane is generally expeted to
osillate (either in εg and in n) as far as the level εg is
lose enough to εF (whih an be ompared to the GMR
regime) and to exponentially deay at εg far enough
from εF (a generalized TMR regime). The latter deay
should asymptotially tend to MR(n) ∝ exp (−nxmin)
with xmin = mink∈K |xg,k| at n≫ 1.
In the latter ase, the diret alulation by Eqs. 21
may result in GP and GAP both exponentially small
but the latter yet muh smaller and thus in (arbitrarily)
huge MR values. However, they should not be physially
attainable, taking into aount that the real multiband
eletroni struture of transition metals always inludes
some additional ondution hannels, for instane due
to the s-bands, whose tunnel ontribution slower deays
than that of d -bands and is almost spin independent.
Therefore it should dominate the transport in the indi-
ated regime and make the real MR exponentially small.
A simple phenomenologial aount of this mehanism
in the onsidered single-band model an be done by in-
troduing a ertain spin-independent term G0 into either
GP and GAP values:
GP = G+++G−−+G0, GAP = G+−+G−++G0, (28)
to present the MR formula, Eq. 21 as
MR =
G++ +G−− −G+− −G−+
G+− +G−+ +G0
. (29)
It is just this formula that is used below for all pra-
tial MR alulations. Thus, using the band struture
parameters: εs,+ = εd,+ = 1.32 eV, εs,− = εd,− = 3.36
eV, ts = td = tg = −0.6 eV and γs,d = 0.5 (a reason-
able single-band t for the real Fe band struture, see
[2325℄) and hoosing for simpliity the onstant value
G0 = 0.1e
2/h, we nd that the MR behavior vs n indeed
hanges qualitatively at dierent hoies of εg (Fig. 5).
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FIG. 5: Magnetoresistane of a FM/NM/FM juntion with
the model parameters: εs,+ = εd,+ = 1.32 eV, εs,− = εd,− =
3.36 eV, ts = td = tg = −0.6 eV (like those from Ref. [25℄) and
γs,d = 0.5 in funtion of the number n of spaer layers at xed
values of εg. Notie the exponential deay in the TMR-like
regime either at the highest εg = 4 eV and the lowest εg = −1
eV and a strong enhanement with emergene of osillatory
behavior at intermediate εg ("shallow band" regime).
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FIG. 6: MR vs the on-site energy εg of the gate element for
a juntion with the same parameters as in Fig. 5 and various
numbers of atomi planes in the gate element, n = 2, n = 4
and n = 5. Compare the resonane peaks in the "shallow
band" regime with those in the 1D ase of Fig. 3.
The TMR-like behavior with fast exponential deay ap-
pears either at high enough gate level, εg & 6tg (whih
an be ompared to a "positive" barrier in the ontin-
uum approximation), and at low enough εg . −2tg (a
"negative" or "hole" barrier), but it develops GMR-like
osillations with greatly inreasing overall MR amplitude
at the intermediate εg values (whih an be alled the
7"shallow band" regime). The osillating behavior is in a
qualitative agreement with that experimentally observed
for MgO moderate tunnel barriers between Fe eletrodes
[8℄, exept for stronger rst osillations than in the data.
However, it will be shown below that these strong osilla-
tions are eetively moderated when taking into aount
the spei interfae eets between metal and insula-
tor layers. The most notable feature of the alulated
MR is its amazingly high maximum value, of the order
of 3000 %, indiating a huge potentiality of the quantum
oherent ondution regime.
For the same hoie of parameters, the alulated de-
pendenies of MR vs εg (at xed values of n = 2, 4, 5)
are shown in Fig.6. In onordane with the above on-
sidered MR(n) behavior, they pratially vanish beyond
the range of intermediate εg and display a nite number
of resonane peaks within this range (reminisent of n
1D resonanes in Fig. 3), reahing the same highest or-
der of magnitude in the "shallow band" regime. These
very high values in the present tight-binding approah
ontrast with the known result for the model of almost
free eletrons on the ontinuous retangular barrier [20℄,
where MR reahes zero minimum at low barrier height.
As yet, the MR (εg) dependene was only studied exper-
imentally for Al-O spaers [26℄, possessing most probably
polyrystalline or amorphous struture and high enough
εg, so it ould be of interest to try it also with epitaxial
MgO spaers and possibly with those spaer materials
that an realize the "shallow band" ondition.
4. INTERFACIAL EFFECTS
In this setion, we will disuss the interfaial eets
present at the metal/insulator or metal/non-magneti-
spaer interfaes. This is motivated by the anal-
ogy with the well known ase of Shottky barrier at
metal/semiondutor interfaes, leading to suh interest-
ing physial eets as band bending [27℄. It is known
from X-ray and ultraviolet photoemission spetrosopy
(XPS and UPS) that some harge transfer eets also
appear at the metal-insulator interfae, leading to for-
mation of an interfaial harge-dipole whose magnitude
is dened by the loalized states at interfaes [28℄. Sine
this dipole diretly aets the eieny of tunneling, it
is also important to evaluate its eet in the magnetore-
sistane.
The best treatment of this problem is to introdue self-
onsistently a harging energy (δ, ommonly alled the
built-up voltage) due to a harge aumulation in the
framework of the density funtional theory (DFT). This
is going to be done in the future work, but at the moment
we will develop simple analyti formulas to take into a-
ount these interfaial eets qualitatively. Despite of
its simpliity, the model an exemplify in whih way the
formation of harge dipoles aets the magnetoresistane
d2d1gngn
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FIG. 7: Shemati representation of the interfae harge-
energy, δ, reated by a harge aumulation in the S/G and
G/D interfaes, as a simplied desription of the true self-
onsistent behavior.
ratio.
We go on using the same model of Se. but onsid-
ering extra harge energies ±δ on the sites pertaining to
the two atomi planes on both sides of eah interfae (see
Fig. 7) as an approximation for more realisti harge and
potential distributions around interfaes, obtained by nu-
merial DFT alulations [14℄. The δ-perturbation re-
sults in new boundary onditions and, as a onsequene,
in a new transmission oeient. In this approximation,
there is no hanges in equations of motion within the
partiular elements (S, D and G), but new pairs of equa-
tions appear at the S/G and G/D interfaes, involving
the harge energy δ:
(2 cos qs + δ/ts) s1 = s2 + (tsg/ts) g1,
(xg − δ/tg) g1 = g2 + (tsg/tg) s1,
(2 cos qb + δ/td) d1 = d2 + (tgd/td) gn,
(xg − δ/tg) gn = gn−1 + (tgd/tg) d1. (30)
These boundary onditions allow to re-alulate two
terminal G-amplitudes in funtion of the parameters
R, T, qs, qd. Interonneting these terminal amplitudes
leads to the transmission formula, Eq. 18, but with the
modied denominator Dn,δ = An −Bn + Cn where:
An =
(
1 +
δ
td
eiqd
)(
1 +
δ
ts
eiqs
)
×
(
un − 2 δ
tg
un−1 +
(
δ
tg
)2
un−2
)
,
Bn =
(
γs
(
1 +
δ
td
eiqd
)
+ γd
(
1 +
δ
ts
eiqs
))
×
(
un−1 − δ
tg
un−2
)
,
Cn = γsγdun−2. (31)
It is easy to see that Dn,δ → Dn in the limit of δ → 0.
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FIG. 8: Eet of the interfae harge energy on the MR(n)
dependene. The system orresponds to the parameters as in
Figs. 5, 6 with εg = 1 eV and δ varying from 0 to 0.4 eV.
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FIG. 9: Eet of the interfae harge energy on the MR(εg)
dependene. The system orresponds to the parameters as in
Figs. 5, 6 with n = 5 and δ varying from 0 to 0.4 eV.
The MR dened from Eqs. 29,31 in funtion of the
number n of gate atomi planes and of the gate voltage
εg for tree values of the interfae potential δ are pre-
sented in Figs. 8, 9. The obtained softening of rst os-
illations makes these urves more similar to the exper-
imental observations [8℄. An unexpeted result is that
the eet of an extra barrier due to the harge energy
an yet reinfore the alulated MR peak in the shallow
band regime, though reduing the values in the TMR
regime at higher barrier height. Obviously, the harge
energy barrier redues the ondutane (either in P and
AP ongurations), but the MR enhanement is mainly
due to a muh stronger redution of the AP ondutane.
Apparently it results from the wave funtion loalization
aused by oherent resonanes in the interfaial potential
wells. This idea of harge energy indued resonanes is
orroborated by the alulated sharpening of peaks just
in the AP ondutane. Amazingly high peak MR val-
ues, reahing ∼ 3000% for a reasonable hoie of δ ∼ 0.4
eV (similar to the numerial estimate for Fe-MgO inter-
faes, [14℄), should motivate fabriation of new devies
with the hoie of suh spaer materials as semiondut-
ing (Ge, Si) or semimetali (Sb, As). Though the peak
value may be obviously dereased under the eets of
eletron-eletron, eletron-phonon, and eletron-magnon
interations, nite temperature and disorder, it expresses
one of the prinipal results of this work, demonstrating
that the highest possible MR value should be reahed in
the shallow-band regime for non-magneti spaer by ad-
justing to the strongest resonane ondition, one ele-
troni oherene is assured.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work a theoretial approah was developed
to fully oherent spin-dependent quantum transport in
nanolayered magneti juntions, using single-band tight-
binding model with expliit equations of motion for wave-
funtion amplitudes. The analyti solutions for the trans-
mission and reetion oeients were generalized for
a 3-dimensional magneti juntion struture. The sim-
ple zero temperature alulations have revealed the most
pronouned enhanement of the magnetoresistane in
the "shallow band" regime, dened by low gate voltages
(Fig. 6). Another important feature for this gate voltage
regime is the alulated osillatory behavior of MR with
the number of atomi planes in the spaer. In support of
these theoretial preditions, the alulations also reveal
that the osillatory regime starts already at moderate
gate voltages, εg ∼ 2 eV. This agrees rather well with the
experimental observation by Yuasa [8℄ of lear MR osil-
lations at low enough gate voltage barrier εg ∼ 0.4 eV
in a Co/MgO/Co struture. So it is onluded that the
best MR values for a quantum magneti juntion ould
be reahed using shallow band materials for spaer layers,
the possible andidates sought between transition metals
(Cr [31℄ in juntions of the type Fe/Cr/Fe or Zn in jun-
tions of the type Co/Zn/Co), semiondutors (Ge, Si),
or semimetals (Sb, As). Finally, the important eet of
harge build-up (Se. ) on the juntion interfae was also
onsidered and, though in a simple phenomenologial ap-
proah, a possibility is shown for even stronger enhane-
ment of the magnetoresistane in presene of the extra
harge-energy for the same shallow band regime, empha-
sizing again the promise of using the low εg-materials.
To verify these model preditions, the future work must
inlude various realisti eets, suh as those of nite
temperature and self-onsistent density funtional theory
(DFT), to adopt also the multiband eletroni struture,
spin-transfer proesses, and non-linear ondution.
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